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Core WebVitals Report

There were issues affecting this run of

https://www.findbazaar.in.

The page may not be loading as expected because your test
URL (https://www.findbazaar.in) was redirected to
https://www.findbazaar.in. Try testing the second URL directly.
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Performance
Poor 0 - 49 19

   

Metrics

   First Contentful Paint   3.1 s

   Speed Index   8.3 s

   Largest Contentful Paint   8.1 s

  Time To Interactive  8.8 s

   Total Blocking Time  340 ms

   Cumulative Layout Shift  0.151

Values are estimated and may vary.

The performance score is calculated directly from these metrics. See calculator.

Opportunities

   Preload key requests   1

   Remove unused CSS   0.58

https://web.dev/performance-scoring/


   Reduce initial server response time   0

   Remove unused JavaScript   640

  Eliminate render-blocking resources   0.17

   Serve images in next-gen formats   0.52

These suggestions can help your page load faster.
They don't directly affect the Performance score.

Diagnostics (18)

   Avoid enormous network payloads   Total size was 6,887 KiB

   Serve static assets with an efficient cache policy   15 resources found

   Avoid an excessive DOM size   1,535 elements

   Avoid chaining critical requests   100 chains found

   User Timing marks and measures  

   Reduce JavaScript execution time   2.1 s

   Minimize main-thread work   4.7 s

   Ensure text remains visible during webfont load  

   Keep request counts low and transfer sizes small   263 requests •



6,887 KiB

   Minimize third-party usage   Third-party code blocked the main thread
for 150 ms

   Some third-party resources can be lazy loaded with a facade   1 facade
alternative available

   Largest Contentful Paint element   1 element found

   Avoid large layout shifts   4 elements found

   Does not use passive listeners to improve scrolling performance  

   Avoids `document.write()`  

   Avoid long main-thread tasks   17 long tasks found

   Avoid non-composited animations   1 animated element found

   Image elements do not have explicit `width` and `height`  

Passed Audits (26)

   First Contentful Paint

   Speed Index

   Largest Contentful Paint



   Time to Interactive

   Total Blocking Time

   Cumulative Layout Shift

   Eliminate render-blocking resources

   Properly size images

   Defer offscreen images

   Minify CSS

   Minify JavaScript

   Remove unused CSS

   Remove unused JavaScript

   Efficiently encode images

   Serve images in next-gen formats

   Enable text compression

   Preconnect to required origins



   Reduce initial server response time

   Avoid multiple page redirects

   Preload key requests

   Use video formats for animated content

   Remove duplicate modules in JavaScript bundles

   Avoid serving legacy JavaScript to modern browsers

   Preload Largest Contentful Paint image

   Performance budget

   Timing budget
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Accessability
Average 50 - 89

These checks highlight opportunities to improve the
accessibility of your web app. Only a subset of
accessibility issues can be automatically detected so
manual testing is also encouraged.

88
   



Contrast

Low-contrast text is difficult or impossible for many users to read. [Learn
more](https://web.dev/color-contrast/).

 Background and foreground colors do not have a sufficient contrast
ratio..

Names and labels

Screen reader users rely on frame titles to describe the contents of frames. [Learn
more](https://web.dev/frame-title/).

 `<frame>` or `<iframe>` elements do not have a title

Navigation

Properly ordered headings that do not skip levels convey the semantic structure of
the page, making it easier to navigate and understand when using assistive
technologies. [Learn more](https://web.dev/heading-order/).

 Heading elements are not in a sequentially-descending order

Best practices

Disabling zooming is problematic for users with low vision who rely on screen
magnification to properly see the contents of a web page. [Learn
more](https://web.dev/meta-viewport/).



 `[user-scalable="no"]` is not used in the `<meta name="viewport">`
element and the `[maximum-scale]` attribute is not less than 5.

Additional items to manually check (10)

These items address areas which an automated testing tool cannot cover. Learn
more in our guide on [conducting an accessibility
review](https://developers.google.com/web/fundamentals/accessibility/how-to-revi
ew).

  The page has a logical tab order

  Interactive controls are keyboard focusable

  Interactive elements indicate their purpose and state

  The user's focus is directed to new content added to the page

  User focus is not accidentally trapped in a region

  Custom controls have associated labels

  Custom controls have ARIA roles

  Visual order on the page follows DOM order

  Offscreen content is hidden from assistive technology



  HTML5 landmark elements are used to improve navigation

Passed Audits(22)

   `[aria-*]` attributes match their roles

   `button`, `link`, and `menuitem` elements have accessible names

   `[aria-hidden="true"]` is not present on the document `<body>`

   `[aria-hidden="true"]` elements do not contain focusable descendents

   `[role]`s have all required `[aria-*]` attributes

   Elements with an ARIA `[role]` that require children to contain a
specific `[role]` have all required children.

   `[role]`s are contained by their required parent element

   `[role]` values are valid

   `[aria-*]` attributes have valid values

   `[aria-*]` attributes are valid and not misspelled

   The page contains a heading, skip link, or landmark region

   Document has a `<title>` element



   `[id]` attributes on active, focusable elements are unique

   ARIA IDs are unique

   `<html>` element has a `[lang]` attribute

   `<html>` element has a valid value for its `[lang]` attribute

   Form elements have associated labels

   Lists contain only `<li>` elements and script supporting elements
(`<script>` and `<template>`).

   List items (`<li>`) are contained within `<ul>` or `<ol>` parent
elements

   `[user-scalable="no"]` is not used in the `<meta name="viewport">`
element and the `[maximum-scale]` attribute is not less than 5.

   No element has a `[tabindex]` value greater than 0

   `<video>` elements contain a `<track>` element with
`[kind="captions"]`
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Best Practices
Average 50 - 89 60

   

Trust and Safety

  Uses HTTPS

   Includes front-end JavaScript libraries with known security
vulnerabilities - - 2 vulnerabilities detected

General

  Registers an unload listener

Passed Audits(10)

   Uses HTTPS



   Avoids requesting the notification permission on page load

   Allows users to paste into password fields

   Serves images with appropriate resolution

   Page has the HTML doctype

   Properly defines charset

   Avoids Application Cache

   Detected JavaScript libraries

   Avoids deprecated APIs

   No issues in the `Issues` panel in Chrome Devtools
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SEO
Average 50 - 89 83

   

Mobile Friendly

Make sure your pages are mobile friendly so users don’t have to pinch or zoom in
order to read the content pages. [Learn
more](https://developers.google.com/search/mobile-sites/)..

   Tap targets are sized appropriately

   Includes front-end JavaScript libraries with known security
vulnerabilities 2 vulnerabilities detected

Additional items to manually check

   Registers an unload listener

These are opportunities to improve the semantics of the controls in your
application. This may enhance the experience for users of assistive technology,
like a screen reader.



Passed Audits(10)

   Has a `<meta name="viewport">` tag with `width` or `initial-scale`

   Document has a `<title>` element

   Document has a meta description

   Page has successful HTTP status code

   Links have descriptive text

   Page isn’t blocked from indexing

   robots.txt is valid

   Document has a valid `hreflang`

   Document has a valid `rel=canonical`

   Document avoids plugins
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Runtime Settings
URL https://www.findbazaar.in/
Fetch Time 2021-04-08T19:10:34.855Z

Device
Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
HeadlessChrome/88.0.4324.202 Safari/537.36

Network throttling Unknown
CPU throttling Unknown
Channel lr

User agent (host)
Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
HeadlessChrome/88.0.4324.202 Safari/537.36

User agent (network)
Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_14_6)
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/90.0.4420.0 Safari/537.36 Chrome-
Lighthouse

CPU/Memory Power 1011.5
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